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ABSTRACT: Paleoanthropology can provide a lot of important information about body size, sexual dimorphism,
locomotion, hand function, feeding ecology etc. of the last common ancestor of great apes and early hominids (LCA).
But the fossils can reveal only limited information about LCA social organization or social behaviour. Reconstructions of
the communicatory signals phylogeny are frequently based on observations of the living primates. This paper discusses
a new type of evidence for homologizing human and primate facial displays. The proposed new approach uses human
neuro-cognitive decoding abilities for the primate facial displays. There is an assumption that facial displays which
will be interpreted more accurately than others, should be rather homological with some of human facial expressions.
Results of the preliminary study involving recognition of chimpanzee facial expressions are evaluated with integration
of the previous research.
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INTRODUCTION

HOMOLOGIZING PRIMATE FACIAL DISPLAYS

The concept of behavioural homology is widely used in
the research on reconstruction of early hominids social
behaviour and communication. Even paleoanthropology
provides many important data about some types of
behaviour of the last common ancestor of great apes and
hominids (LCA) – as to body size, sexual dimorphism,
locomotion, hand function, feeding ecology – but the
fossils can reveal only limited information about LCA
social organization, demographic characteristics or
social behaviour (Potts 1987). For that reason many such
interpretations have arisen from observations of the living
primate species. In the further text the application of a new
criterion for homologizing primate facial displays will be
discussed.

Facial expressions (or facial displays) constitute an
important component of primate visual communication,
especially in terrestrial Old World monkeys and apes
– macaques, baboons and chimpanzees (Andrew 1964,
Moynihan 1969, Redican 1982, Preuschoft et al. 1995).
Facial signals pertain to the most stereotype behaviour in
the whole primate order that is otherwise well-known for
its behavioural flexibility (Preuschoft et al. 1995). Many
researchers have asked the question whether basic primate
facial expressions are homological with some human
facial expressions (see Table 1). Van Hooff even suggested
that facial expressions could offer the best example of
interspecies behavioural comparison where the homology
concept can be applied (van Hooff 1976).
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hoot face

Jolly 1972,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

Redican 1982

whimper face

cry face

Redican 1982,
Preuschoft 2000

Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

silent open mouth
display

pout face

Bolwig 1964

van Hooff 1967, 1972,
1976,
Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Preuschoft 1992,
Redican 1982,
Pitcairn et al. 1976 Schmidt 2001,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989,
Fairbanks 1977, van Hooff
1981, Preuschoft 2000

human smile

van Hooff 1967, 1972, 1976, 1981,
Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Fairbanks 1977, Redican 1982,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989,
Preuschoft 1992, Preuschoft 2000,
Schmidt et al. 2001

human laughter

Possible homologies in human facial expressions

play face

silent bared teeth
display

human fear

Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Redican 1982,
Jolly 1972
Preuschoft 2000

Jolly 1972,
Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

Redican 1982,
Preuschoft 2000

scream face

glare

Jolly 1972

waa bark

no homology in human human anger
facial repertoire

Chevalier-Skolnikoff
1973,
Redican 1982,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

Basic
chimpanzee
facial
expressions

TABLE 1. Classifying homology between human and chimpanzee facial expressions in previous research.

Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

Jolly 1972

human sadness

Jolly 1972,
Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989

begging
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Preuschoft (1995) critically reviewed the methods
commonly used for homologizing primate facial display.
Relevance of six criteria is discussed in this study
(Preuschoft 1995):
1. The stereotypy of facial displays (Lorenz 1950);
2. The similarity of individual facial components (Remane
1952, Wickler 1967);
3. The similarity of facial musculature (Tinbergen 1962,
Atz 1970);
4. The existence of intermediate displays (Remane
1952);
5. The presence of the display in a large number of related
species (Remane 1952, Wickler 1961);
6. The association of the display with the same motivation
complex (Boerends 1958, Atz 1970, Hinde, Tinbergen
1958, Tinbergen 1959).
Finally she affirmed only three relevant criteria
for assessing homology of human and primate facial
expressions – 1. the stereotypy of facial displays, 2. the
similarity of individual facial components and, in a lesser
extent, 3. the similarity of facial musculature. In the
third criterion Preuschoft pointed out the fact that "new"
uniquely human facial muscles could be developed from
older structures during the process of differentiation of the
facial musculature (Preuschoft 1992: 126).
We can see quite large incongruity in the assessment
of homology of individual chimpanzee and human facial
expressions studied by researchers in Table 1. Silent bared
teeth display (or grimace) and play face (or relaxed open
mouth face) seem to be the most discussed chimpanzee
facial displays in this way. Quite large agreement occurs
among researchers in considering play face as a possible
homology for human laughter (Darwin 1872, Kohts
1935, Foley 1935, Yerkes 1943, Blurton Jones 1969, Jolly
1972, Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973, Pitcairn Eibl-Eibesfeldt
1976, van Hooff 1967, 1972, 1981, Redican 1982, EiblEibelsfeldt 1989, Preuschoft 1992, 2000, Preuschoft,
van Hooff 1995, Schmidt, Cohn 2001). In contrast,
Redican and Pitcairn assessed silent bared teeth display as
a homology of human fear (Redican 1982, Pitcairn, EiblEibesfeldt 1976), Jolly as a homology of human sadness
(Jolly 1972) and other scholars considered bared teeth
as a homology of human smile (van Hooff 1967, 1972,
1976, 1981, Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973, Fairbanks 1977,
Redican, 1982, Eibl-Eibelsfeldt 1989, Preuschoft 1992,
2000, Schmidt, Cohn 2001). Also in homologizing other
chimpanzee facial displays there seems to be more than one
opinion stream. Then, another criterion would be helpful
for new assessment of homology of human and primate
facial signals.

DISCUSSING A NEW CRITERION FOR THE
ASSESSMENT OF HOMOLOGY
This paper proposes a new type of evidence for homology
of human and primate facial displays using human neuro-

cognitive decoding abilities for these signals. There is an
assumption that facial displays, which will be interpreted
more accurately than others, should be rather homological
with some of human facial expressions. This criterion
is connected with Preuschoft's criterion number two
– similarity of individual facial components, but it does not
mean detailed comparisons of particular facial components
and their positions or construction of facial ethograms.
In contrast, the proposed criterion is based on the human
ability to recognize facial changes and their meaning as
one complex, as we are used to do in everyday social
interaction.
Foley's study from the year 1935 constitutes one of
the rare attempts for testing human decoding abilities for
chimpanzee facial expressions (Foley 1935). Unfortunately,
due to its age and former state of knowledge, this research
proved several crucial limitations. First, Foley used six
photos of a five-year-old chimpanzee male that was
raised by human keepers from early childhood (photos by
Ladygina Khots 1935). Maybe for that reason, two of the
six photos represented different facial configuration than
that commonly observed in common chimpanzee groups in
wild nature or in captivity (Fig. 5 – anger, Fig. 2 – sadness,
pp. 42). Second, 127 students who judged the photos were
asked to choose 1 of 16 given options consisting of verbal
expressions for human emotions1. Some pairs of options
were on the threshold of synonymy. Finally, Foley stated the
following correct frequencies: 21% for neutral face, 21%
for cry face, 18% for play face and 0% for hoot face.

MATERIAL
Sex composition of the population sample was directed
by quota sampling to get regular proportion of males
and females in the sample. Most of the respondents were
students of the Czech Agricultural University between 16
and 28 years of age.

METHODS
Our present preliminary study does not correspond with
the mentioned results of Foley (Trnka 2002, 2003). 100
respondents (M=50, F=50) judged 8 standardized drawings
of chimpanzee facial displays (drawings by ChevalierSkolnikoff 1973). We carried out a pilot study with the
intention to verify our research implement (N=20 students
– not involved in the main sample). There was a good idea

1
Preuschoft pointed out to the risk of anthropomorphic confusion
in the comparative research when using human verbal repertoire
for chimpanzee facial expressions (Preuschoft 2000). It seems
better to employ rather the verbal terms commonly used for animal
behaviour whenever possible in this way (such as threat, playfulness,
submission, etc).
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TABLE 2. Correct frequencies in recognition of 8 chimpanzee facial expressions by students
(Trnka 2003).

Chimpanzee facial expressions

Total correct
frequency
62.6

Males correct
frequency
60.0

hoot face

44.4

44.0

44.9

whimper face

31.3

40.0

22.4

glare

Females correct
frequency
65.3

scream face

26.3

26.0

26.5

pout face

20.2

24.0

16.3

silent vertical bared teeth

18.2

18.0

18.4

silent horizontal bared teeth

11.1

12.0

10.2

waa bark

5.1

6.0

4.1

TABLE 3. Comparison of total correct frequencies in recognition of human and chimpanzee facial
expressions (Trnka 2002).

Total correct frequency Total correct frequency Common total correct
frequency
for chimpanzee facial
for human facial
expressions
expressions
males

56.2

31.9

44.0

females

58.5

30.4

44.5

total

57.4

31.2

44.3

at the start of the study – the respondents were allowed to
judge each facial expression with their own words. The pilot
study revealed one very important information – in most
cases the respondents were not able to determine many
of the showed facial expressions. Therefore we changed
the "open questions" to 5 given options for each facial
expression. Decision time for each judged facial expression
was unlimited.

CONCLUSIONS
We can see higher variance of correct frequencies than in
Foley's study (see Table 2) that points out to the fact that
people are able to recognize better at least some of the
chimpanzee facial displays. However, total successfulness
in recognition of chimpanzee facial expressions was
lower than total successfulness in recognition of human
facial expressions (respondents also judged human facial
expressions – see Table 3). The threshold of random
incidence is 20% in our questionnaire design with 5 given
options, so we can conclude that 5 of 8 chimpanzee facial
expressions were judged correctly with higher frequencies
than the random occurrence.
Our preliminary study shows several interesting findings.
The correct frequencies of whimper face (31%) and scream
face (26%) indicate that these two facial expressions have
homology in human facial repertoire. In relation to the
198

previous research, the whimper can be homological with
the human expression of sadness and the scream with the
human expression of anger (see Table 1). Glare seems to
be homological with human anger of lower intensity – the
second type without prominent demonstration of teeth
(Chevalier-Skolnikoff 1973).
Hoot face was recognized by 44% of respondents.
Surprisingly, this expression has not been connected with
any human facial expression in the previous research.
Descriptive analysis of mouth and lips changes indicates
similarity with the human facial expression of high intensity
surprise2, despite chimpanzee hoot face does not prove
changes in the upper part of the face (eyebrows raised
high, horizontal wrinkles across the forehead, eyelids
widely open).
Waa bark gained the lowest correct frequency (5%). It
indicates the absence of phylogenetical connection with
any of human facial expressions. The correct frequencies
of both silent horizontal and silent vertical bared teeth
faces, usually classified as a homology of human smile, lie

2

Comparison of the mouth facial components in human surprise
and chimpanzee hoot face: a. chimpanzee hoot face: mouth corners
retracted horizontally forwards lips greatly extended and forms a big
pursed appearance with an "o" opening; b. human surprise expression:
jaws half opened, lips relaxed and forms medium appearance, teeth
covered or partly visible.
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under the threshold of random incidence. But the second
mentioned display approaches to the threshold of random
incidence, which makes assessment of this frequency
considerably difficult (as in the case of pout face).
It follows from the above that the usage of the proposed
criterion is limited only for evaluation whether individual
facial expressions have homology in human facial repertoire
or not. Nevertheless, progress in this research hypothesis
can bring a new interesting view to the evolution of human
visual communication in the future.
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